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Abstract
Neutrino non-standard interactions (NSI), previously introduced for the sun, are
studied in the supernova context. For normal hierarchy the probability for electron
neutrinos and antineutrinos at low energy (E . 0.8 − 0.9MeV ) is substantially in-
creased with respect to the non-NSI case and joins its value for inverse hierarchy
which is constant with energy. Also for inverse hierarchy the NSI and non-NSI proba-
bilities are the same for each neutrino and antineutrino species. These are the possible
visible effects of NSI in the supernova. The decay into antineutrinos, which has been
previously shown to be implied by dense matter, cannot be seen experimentally, owing
to the smallness of the antineutrino production probability.
It was shown some time ago [1] that neutrino nonstandard interactions (NSI) provide a
solution to the discrepancy between the observed flatness of the Super-Kamiokande electron
spectrum [2] and the large mixing angle (LMA) prediction while keeping all others [3–5]
accurate and in particular improving the Chlorine one [5]. As neutrinos propagate through
matter they interact with electrons and quarks and their standard interaction potential is
well known
V (SI) = Vc + Vn = GF
√
2Ne
(
1− Nn
2Ne
)
(1)
with Vc = (Ve)CC = GF
√
2Ne (CC contribution from electrons), Vn = −(GF/
√
2)Nn (con-
tribution from neutrons, NC only). Our approach to NSI assumes extra contributions to
the vertices νανβ and ναe. Denoting by ε
e,u,d
α,β the NSI factor that multiplies each diagram
associated to neutrino propagation in matter we have
(vαβ)NSI = GF
√
2Ne
[
(εePαβ)NC +
(
−1
2
+ 2sin2θW
)
(εePαβ)NC +
(
1− 8
3
sin2θW +
Nn
2Ne
)
εuPαβ
+
(
−1
2
+
2
3
sin2θW − Nn
Ne
)
εdPαβ
]
(2)
where α, β are neutrino flavour indeces. The full matter potential is therefore
V = V (SI) + V (NSI) (3)
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and the matter Hamiltonian in the flavour basis is
HM = Vc

 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0

+

 (vee)NSI (veµ)NSI (veτ )NSI(vµe)NSI (vµµ)NSI (vµτ )NSI
(vτe)NSI (vτµ)NSI (vττ )NSI

 = HSI +HNSI . (4)
In ref. [1] it was found that only imaginary diagonal couplings ε provide the change in the
LMA survival probability in order to make it flat. To this end the necessary and sufficient
order of magnitude is found to be
|εe,u,dee | ≃ |εe,u,dµµ | ≃ |εe,u,dττ | = (2− 4)× 10−4. (5)
This indicates that the eigenstates described by the Hamiltonian (4) are unstable, this
instability obviously being induced by dense matter and interpreted as associated to the
neutrino decay into an antineutrino and a majoron [1]. In mass eigenstates
νi → ν¯j + χ. (6)
The processes involved in the propagation of neutrinos in the Sun are shown in fig.1.
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Figure 1: The processes involved in the propagation of neutrinos in the sun as in our model:
the two upper diagrams are the standard ones for matter oscillation and the lower one
represents the decay νi → ν¯j +majoron(χ).
The imaginary parts of the complex Hamiltonian eigenvalues give the decay rates of
the neutrino mass eigenstates which are quite small: the average lifetime in the initial 10−3
solar radius fraction is approximately 10−7s and rises very rapidly afterwards (see fig.2).
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Figure 2: The decay rates of the neutrino mass eigenstates.
The decay rate for the process νi → ν¯j + χ satisfies
∂Γi
∂Ef
=
3∑
j=1
|gij|2
8pi
E0 − Ef
E0
2
|vi(r)− vj(r)|NSIF (r, E0) (7)
where E0, Ef are the initial neutrino and final antineutrino energies and vi = −v¯i are the
interaction potentials in the mass basis. However for the neutrino-majoron couplings only
upper bounds exist [6]
∑
α
|geα|2 < 5.5× 10−6,
∑
α
|gτα|2 < 5.5× 10−2 (8)
The appearance probabilities for να, ν¯α with and without NSI are shown in fig.3 for normal
(panel (a)) and inverse hierarchy (panel (b)). For νe and ν¯e which have charged currents and
are therefore easier to detect, these probabilities are rather small in the absence of NSI and
in normal hierarchy (fig.3a). Their actual detection will crucially depend on the detector
size and supernova distance. With NSI, they may become clearer through νed → ppe−,
ν¯ep→ ne+ or an increased νe− → νe− or ν¯e− → ν¯e− scattering event rate, however at low
energy (E0 . 0.8−0.9MeV ), which is still an experimental challenge. For inverse hierarchy,
as also pointed above, the situation is much different: the νe, ν¯e signal appears louder and
clearer (fig.3b).
Finally the possibility of detection and measurement of the νµ, ν¯µ, ντ , ν¯τ energy spectra,
which can only be traced via neutral currents, may in future be made through ν p → ν p
scattering in scintillator detectors (e.g. Borexino, SNO+) as proposed in [7] and recently
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revived in [8]. For the NSI scenario expound in the present paper this technique will be
particularly useful, since it appears to be possible to clearly distinguish between normal and
inverse hierarchies (see fig.3). In fact it suffices to note that for normal hierarchy the above
mentioned neutrinos arrive copiously on Earth in comparison with the more rare νe
′s and
ν¯e
′s whereas for inverse hierarchy all species arrive in comparable numbers.
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Figure 3: The appearance probabilities Pνe , Pν¯e, Pνµ , Pν¯µ, Pντ , Pν¯τ with and without NSI
((a) normal hierarchy, (b) inverse hierarchy). For normal hierarchy and energy below 0.9
MeV the NSI probability merges with its non-NSI value.
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